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Graphical abstract 
 

 

Abstract 
 

Performance of real-time lip sync animation is an approach to perform a virtual computer 

generated character talk, which synchronizes an accurate lip movement and sound in 

live. Based on the review, the creation of lip sync animation in real-time is particularly 

challenging in mapping the lip animation movement and sounds that are synchronized. 

The fluidity and accuracy in natural speech are one of the most difficult things to do 

convincingly in facial animation. People are very sensitive to this when you get it wrong 

because we are all focused on faces. Especially in real time application, the visual impact 

needed is immediate, commanding and convincing to the audience. A research on 

viseme based human speech was conducted to develop a lip synchronization platform in 

order to achieve an accurate lip motion with the sounds that are synchronized as well as 

increase the visual performance of the facial animation. Through this research, a usability 

automated digital speech system for lip sync animation was developed. Automatic 

designed with the use of simple synchronization tricks which generally improve accuracy 

and realistic visual impression and implementation of advanced features into lip 

synchronization application. This study allows simulation of lip synching in real time and 

offline application. Hence, it can be applied in various areas such as entertainment, 

education, tutoring, animation and live performances, such as theater, broadcasting, 

education and live presentation. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 

Lip sync (short for lip synchronization) in animation is 

the art of making the animated character appear to 

speak by matching the mouth-movements to the 

phonemes from an audio track. The lip sync 

technique continues to this day, with animated films 

and television broadcasts which are one of an 

essential stage in the animation production. In real 

time, lip synchronization is an approach to perform a 

virtual computer generated character to talk, which 

synchronizes an accurate lip movement and speech 

signal in live. According to Huang and Chen (1998), 

real time lip sync animation is a technique driven by 

human voice directly for synthesizing the mouth 

movement from acoustic speech information. It also 

considers as human-to-computer interaction 

interfaces. Consequently, there has been a large 

amount of research on incorporating bimodality of 

speech into human-computer interaction interfaces. 

Lip sync is one of the research topics in this area. 

However, based on the review, identifying each and 

every sound in a word or phrase in lip sync animation 

can create very busy and over-animated mouth 

action (Spevack, 2011). Conversely, the less of 

consideration, as a result every mouth shape was 

emphasised equally for each word, which led to 

frantic that confuses and tires the viewer. Thus, the 
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animation is failure in matching the naturalistic of 

facial model (Beiman, 2010). Therefore, the goal of 

this study is to animate the face of a speaking avatar 

in such a way that it realistically pronounces the text 

based on the process called lip synchronization. For a 

realistic result, lip movements and its pattern must be 

perfectly synchronized with the audio. Other than the 

lip sync, realistic face animation includes facial 

expressions and emotions is not in the scope of this 

paper. 

 

 

2.0  LIP SYNC TECHNIQUES 
 

With the vast increase in computing power 

nowadays, the qualities of animation enable an extra 

layer of visually convincing realism. According to 

Hofer, Yamagishi, and Shimodaira (2008), in order to 

make character animation believable, correct lip 

sync is essential. However, as claimed by Parent, King 

and Fujimura (2002), to make an accurate lip sync 

animation is complex and challenging. The difficult of 

Lip sync technique involves figuring out the timings of 

the speech as well as the actual animating of the 

mouth movement to match the soundtrack. On the 

other hand, the inaccurate lip sync animation will 

give an unnatural facial animation and failure to 

generate realistic looking animations. According to 

Rathinavelu, Thiagarajan, and Savithri (2006), 

movement of the lips is one of an important 

component of facial animation during speech. Lip 

movements used in speech make the character 

seem alive, and the dialogue delivery develops the 

personality of the character. Hence, for convincing 

animation, the study of the realistic lip sync in 

animation is needed by adding the quality and 

believability to generate realistic looking in an 

animation. 

In order to achieve frame-accurate synchronization 

of sound and mouth-movements in animation, lip 

sync have traditionally been handled in several ways. 

According to Lewis (1991), the rotoscoping approach 

is one of the techniques used in animation to obtain 

the realistic movement. With this technique, mouth 

motion and general character movement are 

obtained by using the live-action footage of actors 

performing the desired motion. The frames of this 

footage provide a guide to the animators for the 

corresponding frames of an animation. Apart from 

that, another method is the animator trying to mime 

the animated mouth position accurately 

synchronized to the soundtrack. Based on Blair 

(1994), the animator creates an illusion of speech or 

believable image that is based on reality. An 

animator analysis real mouth action from his own 

mouth action, phonetic science and the 

pronunciation guides in the dictionary. Animation 

handbooks often have tables illustrating the mouth 

positions corresponding to a small number of key 

sounds. The dialogue chart of various mouth shapes is 

shown as Figure 1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Dialogue chart by Blair (1994) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Motion capture system by The Jim Henson 

Company (2008) 

 

 

The animated segment the pronunciation guide to 

create visually convincing mouth movement. This 

approach neglects non-vowel sounds because 

vowel sounds correspond to visually distinctive mouth 

positions and are typically of greater duration than 

non-vowel sounds. Consequently, the lip sync 

produced using this approach is often satisfactory 

but is generally not realistic. Besides, motion capture 

is also one of the advance technology for real-time 

capture system that make applying motion data to 

characters to talk with the use of markers in the real 

world. It is a method very widely used in the 

professional world but carries a high price tag (Scott, 

2010). Based on (Dyer, Martin & Zulauf, 1995), motion 

capture builds and use various devices for detecting 

input data for recording the movement of humans or 

animals and reproducing it on a virtual character 

model.  
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Budiman, Bennamoun, & Huynh (2005) have 

mentioned that despite the advantage of the 

technology, optical motion capture technologies 

have been known to be expensive. The high cost is 

mainly contributed by the cost of hardware 

components such as high speed cameras. This is 

available only for high profile events, television 

broadcasts and films. Therefore, the automated 

digital speech system is developed in this research for 

performing lip sync animation in real time 

application, which the animation can be addressed 

to save more time, reduce the workloads and 

costing as well as enable output to produce faster  

and ensure a realistic result. 

 

 

3.0  SPEECH IN ANIMATION 
 

A character’s speech in an animation is not only 

depends on acoustic cues, but also on visual cues 

such as lip movement and facial expressions. 

According to Zoric (2005), the key feature points of 

facial components which will influence the facial 

animation are eyes, eyebrow, cheeks, lip, nose, ears, 

chin and jaw. According to Zoric and Pandzic (2005), 

position of the mouth and tongue must be related to 

characteristics of the speech signal in order to make 

lip synchronization possible. It is necessary to 

determine the human speech behavior for mapping 

a natural speech to the lip shape animation in the 

real time. For the lip movement, they involve the 

consideration on jaw, chin, inner lower lip, cornerlips, 

midlip. However, the primary facial expressions are 

joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust and surprise. The 

combination of both auditory and visual speech 

recognition is more accurate than auditory or visual 

only.  

Besides, Hofer et al. (2008) has stated that, in 

animation, movement of the mouth during speech is 

one of an essential key component of facial 

animation. A character with the ability to portray 

correct lip sync will be resulting a sense of natural 

and convincing animations. Besides, in order to  

generate speech animation in real time, the 

determination of the motion of the mouth and 

tongue during speech is important. Based on 

Rathinavelu, Thiagarajan and Savithri (2006), the 

articulatory modeling of the lip alone is insufficient to 

create realistic speech animation. Tongue and jaw 

also need to be considered. The movements of lips 

and tongue are the most powerful objects created 

for the realistic animation with skeletons. On the other 

hand, according to Tang, Liew and Yan (2004), 

simulating a talking animation has to control the 

proper muscles from different phonemes. The 

muscles are conducted to generate more detailed 

mouth shapes to use for extracting lip parameter. 

Based on the review, the human speaks behavior has 

to consider several factors, they include lip pattern, 

facial expressions, jaw, chin, tongue, face’s muscle 

and speech signal. These factors are essential for the 

stage in visual mapping when the speech is analyzed 

and classified into viseme categories. The calculated 

visemes are used for animation of virtual avatar's 

face.  

 

 

4.0  SPEECH, PHONEME AND VISEME 
 

Speech is the vocalized form of human 

communication to express thoughts and feelings by 

articulate sounds. A different position of the mouth or 

lip pattern and tongue will give the difference of 

intonation characteristics of speech and determine 

the phoneme. Independently of intonation 

characteristics of speech and determine the 

phoneme. A phoneme is the perceptually distinct 

units of sound in a specified language that distinguish 

one word from another. For example, when we 

speak the word '/bed/' for the vowel 'e' sound (Figure 

3), our mouth seems to be slightly open (Figure 4).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 The Word '/bed/' For the Vowel 'e' Sound. 

http://www.cambridgeenglishonline.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Preston Blair Phoneme Series (Gary C. Martin CGI) 

http://www.garycmartin.com/mouth_shapes.html 

 

 

Phoneme also can be described as a basic 

acoustic unit of speech perception and the visual 

representation of phoneme is called viseme. There 

are many sounds that are visually ambiguous when 

pronounced. Therefore, there is a many-to-one 

mapping between phonemes and visemes.  

Apart from that, based on Frank, Hoch and 

Trogemann (1997), visemes is an approach to the 

basic animation parameters in estimating visual 

similarities between different phonemes. Hence, for 

different phonemes, visually equal mouth positions 

are collected into classes of visual phonemes, and 

used as animation parameters to get the keyframes 
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for all possible mouth positions. Therefore, it is 

important to classify them into viseme categories and 

used for virtual avatar's face in the animation. 

 

 

5.0  SPEECH SIGNAL 
 

The automatic lip sync can be assumed as a typical 

speech communications application, which is one 

kind of the speech recognition. According to Zoric 

(2005), Speech recognition is a technology that 

allows the computer to identify and understand 

words spoken by a person by using a communication 

device (Figure 5). It deals with analysis of the linguistic 

content of a speech signal and its conversion into a 

computer-readable format. Hence, the information 

in the speech signal is important to categorize the 

class of the phoneme. Likewise, this is a necessary 

step in the process of mapping the speech to lip 

movements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Speech recognition by Joshi (2009) 

 

 

In order to convert a speech signal to the lip shape 

information, the position of the mouth and tongue 

must be related to the characteristics of the speech 

signal. Based on Lewis and Parke (1990), the vibration 

of the vocal cords produces the speech sound in the 

case of voice sounds and air turbulence in the case 

of whispered sounds. A vocal tract consists of the 

throat, mouth, tongue, teeth, lips and nasal cavity. 

However, the relatively free passage of the breath 

produces the vowels through the larynx and oral 

cavity, while consonants are created by a partial or 

complete obstruction of the air stream by any of 

various constructions of the speech organs. 

Intonation characteristics are pitch, amplitude and 

voiced/whispered quality and they are dependent 

on the sound source, while the vocal tract 

determines the phoneme. Moreover, Parent, King 

and Fujimura (2002), explained that the human vocal 

tract consists a number of deep structure can 

contribute to producing and modifying the basic 

sound. According to them, the vocal folds (glottis), 

velum (soft palate), nasal cavity, oral cavity 

(surrounded by the palate, teeth, cheeks, and 

tongue), jaw (mandible) and lips are the main 

components of the sound production system. 

Besides, they also described one of the main agents 

that modifies sound is the tongue. It is extremely 

deformable and controllable by extrinsic muscles. 

The understanding of the characteristics of the 

speech signal is critical developing the lip sync 

system. A physical relationship between the shape of 

the vocal tract and the sound that is produced 

concentrated by speech signal. It is segmented into 

frames. Acoustic to visual feature mapping is then 

performed by using calculated algorithms, frame by 

frame. 

 

 

6.0  AUTOMATED DIGITAL SPEECH SYSTEM 
 

Automated digital speech system is also known as 

automatic speech recognition or computer speech 

recognition, which means understanding the voice 

of the computer and performing any required task. 

The system in the context of live performances or 

recordings, a virtual character is driven by speech in 

the real time. The speaker is talking while at the same 

time the lip sync process is performed, the animation 

is displayed on the screen and interacting with the 

audience (Figure 6). Likewise, real time animation will 

present to the audience towards the dynamics and 

changes of new media within live performances, 

such as theatre, broadcasting, education and live 

presentation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 A symbolic view of the virtual presenter by Zorić 

(2005) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 A basic idea of lip synchronization by Zorić (2005) 

 

 

A basic idea of lip synchronization is shown on 

Figure 7. Based on Zorić (2005), the process of the 
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automatic lip sync consists of two main parts. The first 

one, audio to visual mapping, or more specific 

speech to lip shape mapping, is a key issue in 

bimodal speech processing. In this first phase speech 

is analyzed and classified into viseme categories. The 

mapping of accurate lip patterns and movement to 

the sound is extremely important for achieving 

convincing lip sync animation in real time. In the 

second part, calculated visemes are used for the 

animation of virtual character's face. Hence, the 

process and elements on viseme based human 

speech for real time lip sync animation is clearly 

explained in the conceptual framework as shown in 

the Figure 8. 

 

 

7.0  CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 

Based on the review, a conceptual framework for 

real-time lip sync animation on viseme based human 

speech is developed. It is an ideal approach to 

produce realistic lip sync motion in real time 

animation. Visually equal mouth positions are 

categorized into classes of visual phonemes and 

used for virtual avatar's speak in the animation. A 

conceptual framework (Figure 8) was developed to 

outline the overall ideas for generating accurate lip 

sync on viseme based human speech, and 

assumptions that hold together, comprising a broad 

concept of performance of lip sync in real time 

animation and develop an automated digital 

speech system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Conceptual framework for real-time lip sync 

animation on viseme based human speech 

 

 

The conceptual framework focused on the 

automated digital speech and corresponding to the 

main focus, which derived 5 major elements; 

concept, technologies, real time, animation, and 

human. These elements are related to each other. 

From the relation of these elements, it shows that real 

time lip sync animation is an innovation of interactive 

application derived from the concept of ordinary lip 

synchronization animation. The advancement in 

computer hardware and software in computational 

technologies enables the interactive application in 

computer graphics to develop the automated digital 

speech system in real time application. In real time 

performance, the visual character is driven by the 

speech to present to the audience. It involved the 

interaction between the human and computer to 

produce the lip sync animation in real time. Apart 

from that, in real time application, the lip sync 

animation is derived from the human speech. When 

the human is speaking, in the mean time, it produced 

the phonemes, thus, it is classified into the viseme 

and analyze in computer readable format that is 

speech signal. The algorithm is used to generate the 

lip pattern based on speech signal to produce lip 

sync animation that simulate the human speech. 

However, there are several factors that influence the 

human speech. They are human speech behavior, 

viseme classification and lip pattern. Different human 

speech behavior will give the different categories of 

viseme and the lip pattern such as the feature point 

movement of face components in the generated 

facial animation. Therefore, the relationship between 

these factors need to be determined and consider in 

order to achieve the correct lip sync animation in 

real time application. Lastly, The conceptual 

framework can be presented as a guideline to the 

animator as a tool for generating the automated 

digital speech on viseme based realistic lip motion. 

 

 

8.0  CONCLUSION 
 

Lip sync animation is an approach for mapping 

natural speech to the lip shape animation. In 

animation, lips remain a crucial part of the outward 

expression of emotion. In order to make character 

animation believable, correct lip sync is essential. An 

automated digital speech system is developed to 

simulate lip sync in real time, thus ensuring an 

accurate result through viseme based human 

speech method. It used to increase the performance 

of the lip animation. Automatic design with genetic 

algorithms, use of simple synchronization tricks which 

generally improve visual impression and 

implementation of advanced features into lip 

synchronization application. This makes it possible for 

a wider range of people and companies to use the 

application for their needs in real time and offline 

application. Besides, it's also possible to save more 

time, reduce the workloads and costing as well as 

enable output to produce faster.  The system directly 

synthesizing the lip movement with speech from 

human voice will be resulting a sense of realism and 

more attractive animation for live performance.  
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